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Introduction
Automatic transliteration tool from Cyrillic Tatar to Latin Tatar

Коронавирус инфекциясеннəн прививкага ясатырга килгəндə үзең белəн паспорт, полис, СНИЛС булырга тиеш. 

Koronavirus infektsiyäsennän privivkağa yasatırğa kilgändä üzeñ belän pasport, polis, SNİLS bulırğa tiyeş.

Two difficulties:

1. Different transliteration rules for Tatar-origin words and Russian words
2. Low resource for training a language identifier
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* Words highlighted in blue are Russian. Source:
https://tatar-inform.tatar/news/health/31-05-2021/kazanda-yuz
hnyy-s-d-z-gend-vaktsinatsiya-punkty-kabat-achyldy-5825091
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Tatar: Linguistic Background
Tatar < Kipchak < Turkic

- Spoken by 5 million people
- Mainly in the Republic of Tatarstan, Russia
- Commonly written in Cyrillic, while some diaspora

communities write with the Latin orthography
- SOV, head-final, agglutinative

Long history of language contact with Russian

- Most speakers are bilingual with Russian
- Frequent Russian loanwords and code switching
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Distribution of Turkic languages. Light green 
indicates the Tatar-speaking area.

Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Two Orthographies in Modern Tatar
Try me! (Demo page)
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Mainstream: Cyrillic
Russian alphabet + 6 extended letters (ə, ө, ү, ң, җ, һ)

Some diaspora communities: Latin
Based on the Common Turkic alphabet (English alphabet + ä, ı, ö, ü, ñ, ğ, ş, ç)

History

- Before 1928: Arabic-based orthography
- 1920–39: Yañalif Latin alphabet
- 1939–: Current Cyrillic alphabet
- 1999: New Latin orthography proposed, rejected in 2002
- 2013–: Current Latin alphabet
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Tatar: Code Switching
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Language contact, bilingualism, language shift in the Tatar-speaking society

- Frequent code-switching
e.g., (blue words are Russian)

- Intra-word code-switching (mixed morpheme)
e.g., Əхмəтдиновка (Äxmätdinovqa) “To Äxmätdinov”

Башка урын табарга да җиңел түгел. Алдан забронировать надо.

Başqa urın tabarğa da ciñel tügel. Aldan zabronirovat nado.

other place to find also easy not beforehand to book necessary

“It is not easy to find another place. It is necessary to book beforehand.”
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Related Work: Code Switching
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CS: Recent trends in NLP

- Srivastava+ 2020, Singh&Lefever 2020, etc.: Indic languages – English
- Alvarez-Mellado 2020, Claeser+ 2018, etc.: Spanish – English
- Hamed+ 2019, Samih&Maier 2016, etc.: Colloquial Arabic – MSA

Intra-word CS

- Mager+ 2019: German–Turkish, Spanish–Wixarika (segRNN: Lu+ 2016)
- Nguyen&Cornips 2016: Dutch–Limburgish (Morfessor: Creutz&Lagus 2006)
- Yirmibeşoğlu&Eryiğit 2018: Turkish–English (Character n-gram, CRF)
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Related Work: Tatar Transliteration
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Transliteration tools:

- Tatar Transcription Tool (TTT) (Bradley 2014)
Rule-based, Tatar words only

- speak.tatar (anonymous)
Rule-based, Tatar words only

- FinTat (Saykhunov+ 2019)
Rule-based, using Finnish-Tatars’ orthography

- Aylandirow (Korbanov, n.d.)
Rule-based, both Tatar and Russian words

https://yusuke1997.com/tatar
https://www.univie.ac.at/maridict/site-2014/transcription-specific.php?int=0&lang=tat
https://speak.tatar/en/
https://www.corpus.tatar/fintat
http://aylandirow.tmf.org.ru/


Method
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Train a binary language classifier: Tatar or Russian

- Monolingual corpus: Qur’an translations
Tatar: 19,691 words w/ dup.
Russian: 21,256 words w/ dup.

- Subword tokenization
BPE (Sennrich 2016)
Robust to the OOV problem

- Embedding for classification
FastText (Bojanowski+ 2017,
Joulin+ 2017)
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Experimental Setup
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Evaluation data

- 700 sentences from the Corpus of Written Tatar (Saykhunov+ 2019)
- shuffled; 8,466 words w/ duplication
- not public

- Corresponding sentences manually transcribed into the Latin alphabet
- Russian morphemes are tagged

Evaluation metrics

- Character BLEU, longest common sequence (LCS) F-measure (Chen+ 2018), 
word accuracy (ACC), character error rate (CER)

- Baselines: speak.tatar, TTT, Aylandirow
- Proposed method: tt-ru hybrid

+ our Tatar-monolingual rule-based transliteration (tt-based)
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Results
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tt-ru hybrid outscores the baselines

- Aylandirow’s high score in the LCS F-score
Aylandirow’s transliteration is closer to the gold data character-wise

- Low scores in monolingual transliterators (speak.tatar, TTT, tt-based)
tt-based’s high score is merely a result of the orthographic consistency
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Analysis (1)
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Difference among monolingual transliterators:

- Some rules in speak.tatar and TTT do not follow the current Latin orthography
- Orthographic variations are actually observed among users
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Analysis (2)
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- Improvement from tt-based to tt-ru hybrid

Accuracy:
Russian words: 46.7% to 78.1%
intra-CS words: 48.6% to 76.7%

tt-ru hybrid can detect some Russian words

The underlined words are wrong in tt-based but are successfully transliterated in tt-ru hybrid 

A performance comparison for Russian CS words.
High accuracy of speak.tatar arises from the similarity of 
its translit. rules to Russian words. Instead, it fails to 
transliterate Tatar words correctly.
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Analysis (3): Negative result
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- Some Tatar words were mistakenly identified as Russian
tt-ru hybrid mistakenly transliterated 116 words
that were correct in tt-based

- Similar character sequences may cause confusion
in language classification

The underlined word is wrong in tt-ru hybrid but is correctly transliterated in tt-based

V(T): set of error words in tt-based
V(H): set of error words in tt-ru hybrid 
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Conclusion
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Transliteration quality

- our tool has the highest accuracy in transliteration overall
- it detects Russian morphemes successfully to some extent

Advantages of our method

- The model is trained only on low-resource corpus
- It employs language-agnostic approaches (BPE, fastText)

Applicable to other CS language pairs

https://yusuke1997.com/tatar
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